Arundel Castle
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Arundel Castle. It has the same general plan as Windsor. The lower bailey or Quadrangle, to the right of the Shell Keep, was probably always surrounded by the principal living quarters of the castle. The upper bailey, known also as the Tilting Yard is today used as
the private garden. In fact a medieval garden was established at Arundel by Henry II and it may be on the same site.

Arundel Castle:

1138

Alice marries William d’Albini (of Buckenham and Castle Rising. D’Albini
builds shell keep in stone.
1139
Stephen briefly besieges castle when
Matilda is there, but she is allowed to
leave.
12th C. Arundel reverts to King Henry II. He
rebuilds walls in stone (as at Windsor)
14th C. Richard Fitzalan, Earl of Arundel, builds
Barbican and Bevis Tower at North
ward postern.
16th C. Howard family, Dukes of Norfolk, acquire Earldom of Arundel through marriage.
1640’s Civil War. Royalists capture castle.
Then besieged by Parliamentary troops
1653
Ordered to be slighted. Weather probably destroyed more. Ruin until 18th
century. Then new works begin.
1875Major reconstruction of southern end
1900
by 15th Duke of Norfolk. (Somerset
limestone).
2005
Visit by the Castle Studies Group.

‘A big late eleventh century castle, built by
Roger de Montgomery, Earl of Shrewsbury, immediately after the Conquest in an admirable
tactical position. Its plan was a familiar one: a
big motte and two baileys N and E of the motte’
Outline History:
11th C. Saxon Burgh on east bank of River
Arun.
1067
Roger of Montgomery granted western
Sussex, established seat at Arundel, on
west bank. Builds earthwork and timber castle with two wards in a similar
pattern to Windsor.
c.1070 Gatehouse built in stone. [Pulborough
stone, brought down river].
1101/2 Roger’s son, Robert of Bellême, rebels
against Henry I. Besieged. Surrenders
after 3 months. King takes over castle.
Later his wife, Alice inherits castle.

Opposite Right: Arundel Castle from the south-west. Detail of an engraving by Wenceslaus Hollar, dated 1644. It is the only known
pictorial view of the castle drawn before the slighting took place in 1643-8, and so gives an insight into the original full medieval layout.
Of particular interest is a large steeply pitched roofed, stepped gabled, late medieval free-standing Hall with central louvre and a
crenellated wall, in the upper part of the lower bailey. In the southwest corner, perhaps a late 12th century solar tower, with the Henry
II apartments and chapel to its right running parallel with and behind the south curtain wall. The kitchens are in the south-east corner.
The shell keep is depicted as only having one tower - the entrance forebuilding.
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The Castle Precincts:
The Castle precincts are entered through the late nineteenth century Lower Lodge. A short drive,
flanked on the west by a turreted curtain wall and the main lodge designed by William Burn in 1851,
leads up to the castle. The South (below) and West Fronts which first come into view are largely
the work of C A Buckler, grandson of the well-known topographical artist and antiquary John Buckler, and form part of the substantial reconstruction and restoration undertaken by Henry,
fifteenth Duke of Norfolk between 1875 and 1900.
The Sussex flint-work of the walls on the lower parts of
the South Front is original as are two late twelfth century
blocked up windows, “two lights under a relieving arch, joined
by coupled columns, admirably sturdy, yet decorative, of the
time of Henry II”.(Pevsner). The one on the right is the better
preserved of the two, and indicates the position of a first floor
chapel or apartment of some accomplishment. ‘Further late Norman work in the residential south ward - and the most impressive Norman [Henry II] part of the castle - is a very large
undercroft with a round tunnel-vault, single-chamfered arches
and two windows to the north. These now give onto a basement
corridor, but were originally outer windows. They therefore tell
us about the width of the Norman apartments above, about half,
if that, of the present width, and as all this is below the present
hall [Drawing Room] we have some indication of the hall of the
1170’s’. (Pevsner). One can now only speculate how grand and
richly decorated the Norman hall/apartments would have been.
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Arundel Castle and town by Wenceslaus Hollar, circa 1644, ‘A Prospect of Arrundel Castle & Towne on the west side’. Reproduced by
courtesy of the Arundel Castle Trustees Ltd.

Arundel Castle. Engraving dating to the 1780’s from a survey done for the 10th Duke of Norfolk, just before the restoration of the
south bailey buildings by the 11th Duke. Of interest is the detailing (top right) of the espalliered fruit trees in the garden, between the
terrace steps, at the top of the north bailey. The south front shows the blocked Norman windows, and what could be, in part, the remains of some Norman buttresses, shown in lighter tone. Ref Arundel Castle Archives MD 2182. Reproduced by courtesy of Arundel
Castle Trustees Ltd.
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Arundel Castle - Simplified bird’s eye view by S H Grimm, circa 1780.
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Arundel Castle. Profile drawing of the west side of Arundel; north bailey top. From a survey of 1780. “An elevation of the Keep, the
Gateway, the Garden Walls, Bevis Tower etc At Arundel Castle, facing towards the south-west”. Reproduced by courtesy of Arundel
Castle Trustees, Ref Arundel Castle Archives MD 2182.

View of Arundel Castle, Sussex, James Lambert 1783.
British Library Ref: Add. 5677 Page Folio Number: f.76,
(Drawing No.114], Lambert's Sussex Drawings,
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Arundel - The Barbican From the north-west looking along
the ditch to the right of the motte. The square tapering stepped
buttress is dated to the same period of the Barbican build.

Arundel - The Barbican From the south-west , showing the
heightened twin towered Norman gatehouse behind the barbican.

in his Castellarium Anglicanum, stating: “the
barbican of the inner gate, alleged to date from
1295, appears to be rather later than this, at a
time when much work was done on the castle.”
[Vol II page 469]. John would associate the
construction of the Barbican with the erection of
the Bevis Tower which straddles the wall around
the northern bailey. This is now dated to the
second half of the fourteenth century. The
‘Caernarvon arch’ has a long history, used both
prior to the Edwardian period and in later periods. In fact it becomes a familiar, almost ubiquitous, motif at Arundel, used throughout its
building history from the fourteenth century into
the late Victorian era, and is not a reliable dating tool.

The Barbican:
The medieval entrance into the castle is through
the Barbican, shown above. This has been traditionally dated to circa 1295, the work of Richard
Fitzalan, (Pevsner, Clark, Arundel Guidebook) in
view of the use of shouldered lintels, or
‘Caernarvon arches’ and other reasons. The two
sturdy towers are quite close together with a
deeply recessed central portal between. The
barbican was equipped with a
drawbridge (or strictly speaking a
lifting bridge) with portcullis and
gate behind, and the whole arrangement is placed forward of
the original Norman gateway.
The floor level of the Barbican
has been lowered in modern
times, hence the reason why the
rounded portcullis groove
stops 2 ft above the floor as illustrated. The Group discussed the
possibility, led by John Goodall,
that the construction of the Barbican may have been considerably later than 1295. In fact D J
Cathcart King first aired the idea

The Norman Gatehouse:
The vaulted Norman inner gatehouse is
probably one of the earliest stone gatehouses in
Britain, along with Exeter, Lewes, Lincoln, Ludlow and could date from before the end of the
eleventh century. A date of circa 1070 is given.
It is 32 ft square with plain round-headed arches, continued as a barrel-vault from a chamfered string course or impost. It projects inward
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Arundel - The Norman Gateway. Looking east from inside
the Barbican. Squared blocks of Pulborough stone at the base.
The lower part may be 1070’s but the upper vault could well be
1130’s work of Henry I, introducing an early portcullis.

Arundel - The Norman Gateway. Looking back from the lower
courtyard side. The lower central window is of Norman type,
tympanum with two-lights, but looks Victorian. Rooms above are
c.1290 or later. In fact there could be three sequences.

like Lewes - from a wall which runs up the motte
to the shell keep. It includes a square grooved
portcullis-slot. Just exactly when portcullises
were introduced to England is a difficult question. The drop-gate seems to have been invented by the Romans as early as 208 BC. [or
perhaps the Greeks in the mid 4th century - A W
Lawrence, Greek Aims in Fortification]. The idea
was preserved by the Byzantines and (re)-introduced into England probably in the early twelfth
century. The earliest portcullis in
England appears to be in the
south entrance to the donjon of
Colchester Castle; Paul Drury’s
careful analysis is recorded in the
Archaeological Journal 139, pp
398-9 where he concludes: ‘c.
1101’ and states: the portcullis...
is generally regarded as an innovation of Henry I’s reign’.1 Among
other early gatehouses with portcullises were: Castle Rising, Rochester and Tickhill, becoming
much more general in the thirteenth century. If the portcullis at
Arundel is contemporary with the
gatehouse of 1070, it would be

truly exceptional, and is more likely to be a later
insertion in the early twelfth century. In fact G T
Clark considered the present vault to be a later
insertion2, or that it had been heightened. The
lower part of the gatehouse is built with squared
blocks of Pulborough stone which are easily
picked out. Both the Barbican and some of the
Norman Gatehouse rooms have hitherto been
closed to the public. Work is currently in hand
to open up many of the rooms permanently later
in the year.
The Shell Keep:
The keep is approached through the gatehouse
where ‘Queen Matilda’s’ room can be seen on
ascending. It is an open shell of oval plan, 59 ft
by 67 ft and 30 ft high, built of Caen stone, possibly by William de Albini, shortly after his marriage to Adeliza of Louvain in 1138, and sits on
top of the 1068 post Conquest motte. It has no
windows to the outside. The wall has ashlar pilasters rising from a chamfered plinth and there
are long narrow crenels to the parapet. On the
north side of the shell wall, contrived in one of
the pilasters is a latrine shaft looking as sharp
and crisp as it did in the twelfth century.

1

I am grateful to Derek Renn for this information on early portcullises.

2

See Medieaval Military Architecture, Vol I pp
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Arundel Castle - The Shell Keep from the lower bailey. A late 18th century print drawn at a time when much of the castle had
remained in a ruinous state since its slighting after the civil war in the 1640’s.

Arundel Castle - The Shell Keep. View from the upper bailey. The use of different stone clearly shows where the crenellations
have been restored. Also heavily restored is the entrance forebuilding, although the well tower remains intact; the lower courses of
the well tower, seen on the right, look like early Norman work.
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Arundel - The Shell Keep. The base of the Well Tower, centre
suggests early Norman work, contemporary with the keep.

Arundel - The Shell Keep. The north side of the keep not normally seen by the public. Latrine shaft within the pilaster.

The keep is entered through a three
storey forebuilding which looks to the writer
like Henry II work. Entrance is controlled by a
portcullis, the mechanism of which is on the first
floor - the guard-room. Above this, on the top
floor is the chapel of St Martin. The Visitor panel
states:

corbels, indicating an upper internal floor, i.e.
buildings of two storeys leaning against its wall,
perhaps of timber. A staircase in the thickness
of the wall gives access to the wall-walk from
which there are magnificent views towards the
coast on the south, the town and Cathedral on
the west, and along the river to the Arun Gap on
the east. The wall-walk has a Norman doorway
to a garderobe and there is also a small Norman
doorway at ground floor level to the room housing the well - at the basement of the later wellhouse tower. This door may once have served as
a postern. The upper part of the well tower looks
thirteenth century, with the shouldered lintel
motif, topped by 1900’s restoration in its highest
section.

‘St Martins Chapel was instated in the castle keep by
Roger de Montgomery, builder of the original keep and
founder of the Priory of St Nicholas at Arundel. He was
devoted to St. Martin, having restored the Benedictine
Abbey of St Martin in Normandy. The connection to St
Martin continued with the d'Albini family, being benefactors to the same Abbey of St Martin on their estates
in Normandy’.

Back to the keep. Internally, though
now open to the sky, some of the fireplaces survive around the inside of the walls, along with

In the south side of the shell keep at
ground floor level is the internal side of the original blocked doorway. It is a matter of regret
that currently there is no public access to the
outside of this door. Within the shell keep court,
steps lead down to a vaulted cellar that appears
late 13th century in date. There is a comparable,
but earlier underground cellar on the motte top
at Oxford, soon to be opened to the public.
Newly installed interpretation panels illustrate
the form and disposition of the rooms within the
shell keep with cut-away diagrams showing how
the portcullis mechanism worked in the forebuilding.
Far Left: The Shell Keep: Blocked interior side of the Norman
doorway. Left: the vaulted cellar in the shell keep courtyard.
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Arundel - The Norman Door c 1140. One puzzle is why the
door did not align with the steps up to the keep adjacent to the
wall. Perhaps an earlier, now lost, set of steps were on axis.

Hedingham - The Norman Door to the Great Tower c 1142,
by Aubrey de Vere.

The Norman Door.

Another example of an elaborate entrance of about the same date is found at Castle Rising, and here there is a link with
Arundel. When Henry I died in 1135 his widow
Adeliza of Louvain came to live at Arundel. In
1138 she married William de Albini who was
subsequently created the Earl of Arundel. The
shell keep, (and stone curtain walls of both
baileys) could have been built during this period. D’Albini, who lived until 1176, had large
estates in Norfolk, including Castle Rising and
New Buckenham.

The magnificent blocked entrance, one third
obscured behind the later forebuilding has roll
mouldings in the jambs in front of a bar hole to
the rear, and to the front the arch is ornamented by double chevrons round the whole
opening surrounded by a roll-moulding and an
outer border of saltire crosses with pellets in
the spaces. Such elaborate decorated doorways
in Norman secular buildings are not uncommon
but are often particular to certain men. By comparison, on the right, above, is the entrance to
Castle Hedingham. This round headed entrance is of two orders: the internal one plain,
the outer with a double chevron (or zigzag)
head and scalloped capitals. The entrance to
Hedingham is now
dated to 1142, the
Great Tower probably being built to
mark Aubrey de
Vere’s elevation to
become the first Earl
of Oxford. So an
1140 date for Arundel seems to fit stylistically.

Construction of the outstanding Norman keep at Castle Rising began around
1140. It was built by William d’Albini, who, as
mentioned above had recently acquired great
wealth and power through his marriage to
Adeliza, the widow of Henry I. The castle features some very ornate decoration, built at
great expense using imported stone. The large
hall keep had most of its principal rooms, including the great hall, on the first floor. A
forebuilding containing an impressive staircase
leading to the first floor entrance vestibule provided access to the great hall. A large arch
with Romanesque decoration once served as
the grand entrance to the hall. An entrance
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Castle Rising- The Norman forebuilding - by William d’Albini
c 1140.

Castle Rising - The Norman entrance - the grand entrance to
the Hall c 1140, with chevron moulding and four orders.

truly fit for a Queen. All this is ample evidence
that d’Albini had the means and the celebratory
incentive for carrying this work out.

ing the royal court as an envoy from the French
king, Louis VI. Bellême was sentenced to close
confinement, first at Cherbourg and then at Wareham. His lands were declared forfeit and his maternal family stronghold of Bellême granted to
Rotrou of Mortagne. He was attainted. Nonetheless, for ten years - 1090’s to 1102 he was in direct ownership of Arundel and was known as a
highly skilfull castle builder - a ‘skilfull artificer’.

Some other possibilities for the early
Norman builders at Arundel are: Robert of Bellême, 3rd Earl of Shrewsbury (1052 - after
1130). He was the eldest surviving son of Roger
of Montgomery, 1st Earl of Shrewsbury and Mabel of Bellême. In the summer of 1098 the king,
William II (Rufus) finally rewarded Bellême for
his achievements by permitting him, upon payment of £3000, to succeed to the English lands
of the Montgomery family, after the death of his
younger brother, Hugh de Montgomery, Earl of
Shrewsbury (1098), who died without issue.
Robert inherited the English properties that had
been their father's, including the Rape of Arundel and the Earldom of Shrewsbury.

Another possibility is Henry I. The one
Pipe Roll of Henry I that we possess shows that
he spent £78 6s 2d on the castle in 1130, (it
came into royal possession even before Bellême’s
attainture), and this expense may relate to the
Norman gatehouse. It is plain and severe work,
but larger and loftier than other early work in this
style and of superior masonry. We know that
Henry was a great builder, but so was Robert of
Bellême.
Ella Armitage (Early Norman Castles of
the British Isles) records that Henry II spent
nearly £340 at Arundel between 1170 and 1187,
on ‘a wall, a king’s chamber, a chapel and a tower’, but these are more likely to refer to buildings
in the lower bailey, for which much of the above
ground evidence is now lost by later developments.

Robert had thus reconstituted the great
cross-channel honour established by his father;
and a further sign of the king's confidence was
the grant of the castle of Tickhill [which has a
similar gatehouse to Arundel] in Yorkshire in the
late 1090’s. Later Henry I brought a series of
charges against Robert and seized him at Bonneville-sur-Touques in 1112 while he was visit-
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Arundel - The Bevis Tower from outside the walls to the
west. The bridge and gate are Victorian.

Arundel - The Bevis Tower from the top of the shell keep
looking north. The top storey is 15th century, rebuilt in the 19th

The Bevis Tower

VI. Part II, act ii. Significantly, perhaps, is the
history of the fortifications around Southampton.
On the north-west corner of the walls lies Arundel Tower. It was built in 1290, is 60 feet high,
and was named either after Sir Bevis' horse
Arundel or Sir John Arundel, who was a Governor of the town's castle. The main entrance to
Southampton was through the Bargate at the
northern end of the town. On either side of the
Bargate are two lions, reflecting the local legend
of Sir Bevis of Hampton, the mythical founder of
Southampton. There were also two painted panels hung on either side of the gateway showing
Sir Bevis and Ascupart. These are now preserved inside.

To the north-west of the keep is the Bevis
Tower, traditionally dated to the late 13th century, with the upper parts rebuilt in the 1900’s.
It is square, with diagonal corner buttresses
with shouldered lintel (Caernarvon arch) windows. The tower is not open to the public as it
lies in the ‘Tilting Yard’ or private garden area
of the Norfolk family in the north bailey. However there is a sign inside the shell keep that
states, about the Bevis Tower:
‘Originally called the Beaumont Tower. This tower
dates from the early 14th century and was described
as 'new built' in the 3rd Earl of Arundel's will in 1376.
The top storey and battlements were added in the 16th
century and restored in 1900. The name 'Bevis Tower'
comes from a legend which says that Bevis, a great
giant from ancient times agreed to become warder of
the gate of Arundel Castle. It is said that the Tower
was built to accommodate him.’

Recent research by John Goodall dates
the tower possibly to the second half of the fourteenth century, built by Richard Fitzalan, the 3rd
Earl, and the event that triggers the building of
both the Barbican and the Bevis Tower could
have been either his marriage to his second
wife, Eleanor Beaumont in 1345 (hence the
‘Beaumont Tower’) or his inheritance of a substantial part of the estate of the childless John
de Warenne, on the death of his mother’s
brother, settled in the 1360’s along with his inheritance of the title ‘Earl of Surrey’.

There are a number of different and
contradictory stories about the legend of ‘Sir
Bevis of Hampton’ (or Southampton) and he
has been immortalised by Shakespeare as the
slayer of the giant Ascapart: "As Bevis of
Southampton fell upon Ascupart.(sic)" Henry
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Arundel Castle - The Garden in the north bailey. The terraced garden is being rehabilitated and the original terraced steps have
recently been uncovered. There is more work to be done. The buildings around the bailey wall follow the line of the original mid to
late 12th century walls. The towers have been rebuilt, but follow the original footprints. Originally they may have been open-backed.

The Wards:
Not even G T Clark was able to provide a
ground-plan or write about the medieval aspects of the Upper Ward with any certainty.
(Mediaeval Military Architecture, pp 195-203,
still the best, but incomplete, published survey
of the medieval components). The plan opposite has kindly been provided by the Estate
Archives, and the original is colour coded.
Around the upper ward are a series of towers,
all of which have been rebuilt in the Victorian
period. Apart from the Bevis Tower, they are
apparently unnamed. The stone outer curtain
wall is the work of the mid to late twelfth century, either William d’Albini or Henry II, and
perhaps both. It is believed that the curtain
towers were square fronted open-backed in the
form of Framlingham (1189), perhaps Dover
(1170’s) and Orford. The most impressive ones
that could be seen on our visit were the two
along the northern perimeter behind the terrace garden. The tower in the north-east angle
is the strongest and may have been so originally.

Arundel - Plan
highlighting the medieval aspects of the
castle. Arundel Castle Archive.

ers along the eastern curtain (one just moving
out of picture range above), and the other in
the Lower Ward that marks the start of the
private apartment range, integrated into later
fabric. The large medieval block in the southeast corner are the remnants and undercroft of
the Henry II chapel / apartments which are now
overlaid by the Drawing Room. The one puzzle
is why the Norman gatehouse and later Barbican was placed with direct access to the lower
ward. Conventional wisdom would have located
the entrance in the upper ward, with the keep
acting as a pinch point in a figure of eight format, with a second gatehouse between the upper and lower bailey located between the keep
and the eastern curtain. There appears to be
no evidence for this.

There is a suggestion on the plan that
there was a D-shaped bastion in the north-east
corner. There are two further unexamined tow-
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Summary:

Over the last few years more of the
medieval parts of the castle have been opened
up to visitors, and there have been been improvements in the use of explanatory interpretation panels. More are planned. However, it
appears that there are still many puzzles to
resolve and a thorough survey of the medieval
fabric would allow for an additional guidebook,
concentrating on the medieval architectural history, to be written. It would do much to elucidate what is still unclear.

Arundel is a truly spectacular castle. There is
something of interest for every castellologist.
The CSG is extremely grateful to our organiser
Bill Woodburn, the Arundel Castle Trustees and
Sara Rodger, Assistant Librarian, for hosting
our visit and allowing us into areas and buildings that are not normally open and viewable.
It is one of the considerable benefits of membership that on our annual conferences we
have access to properties and sites that under
normal circumstances are just not possible to
inspect and debate.

G T Clark felt much the same way. In
his survey of Arundel he wrote (Mediaeval Military Architecture, Vol I): ‘Unfortunately the
proximity of the castle to Brighton and some
lesser watering places [Worthing?] has caused
the exclusion of visitors, save under restrictions
so narrow that it is impractical to examine the
works in detail’. And ‘the public are only permitted to inspect the lower part of the
gatehouse.....and it is impossible to form a correct opinion as to the extent of the original
earthworks’... ‘North of the tower the earthworks of the upper ward seem tolerable perfect,
but a request to be allowed to visit them was
evidently regarded as a sort of treason’. A good
reason, therefore, to be a paid up member of
the Castle Studies Group.

The Guidebook for the castle naturally
concentrates on the ducal suite of rooms which
are quite breathtaking in their own right. The
furnishings are sumptuous, the Regency and
Victorian craftsmanship superb, and the total
visitor experience is well worth the £11.00 entrance fee. Simon Jenkins strikes an upbeat
note: (England’s Best Houses) Arundel is Victorian and magnificently so..... The ante-library
and library remain from the Regency rooms
designed by the 11th Duke and are delightful
spaces.... The library has 10,000 books.....It is
one of the most spectacular in England, a room
to make one want to read a book”.
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